
Electrical Pet Heating Mat Instructions
Thank you for choosing the Heating Mat. Our goal is to provide the best products to enhance 
your life.
This is an electrical product. Please make sure you read and understand the instructions 
below before using your Heating Mat. Failure to do so may result in electrical shock or fire 
causing serious bodily injury.
WARNING!
RISK OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK
The product is designed specifically for Pets.
WARNING: This is an electrical product. Please read all directions before use. Failure to do 
so may result in electrical shock or fire causing serious bodily injury.
1. Read all instructions before using this product.
2. For indoor use only. Do NOT use outdoors.
3. For pet use only.NOT for human use.
4. Do not use if any visible damage is apparent (cracks, tears or blistering).
5. Must instantly turn off the Pet Heating pad and Unplug when overheat or charred flavor in use.
6. DO NOT make any modifications to switch button ,wires and heat element.
7.DO NOT use another electronic heating device in conjunction with your heating pad.
8. Only use in conjunction with a pet bed，Don't  cover anything on heating mat.
9. Do not use the cord as handle.
10. Do not puncture or use any sharp object to secure the pad in place.
11. Unplug when not in use.
12. Place cord facing to the back of the bed away from how the pet enters the bed.
13. DO NOT IMMERSE PAD IN WATER.

Heating Mat Operation:
1.Ensure the plug into a safety-tested electrical outlet.
2.Turn On:Press the Power key to ON, the heating mat into Default Mode(1/2/3 heat Indicator LED ON,Timer Indicator 
LED OFF).
   Default Mode:
   Medium (3 level)–temperature range (~40℃/104℉)
   Timer level:No Timer to auto shut OFF,keep working heat in Medium (3 level)
3.Adjust Temperature（1~6 levels):
   In Default Mode,press the heat key to Adjust the temperature to meat your requirement.Then Heat LED indication will 
indicate corresponding temperature level.
4.Timer:
In Default Mode,press the Timer key to Set the heat-up time.That timer LED indication will indicate corresponding Timer 
levels(4H/8H/12H/24H.).
The timer LED will also be shifted down one level in every 4H,until the timer is out and the Heating Pad will be shut off. 
To to back to Default Mode press the Heat key or Timer key. 
5.Turn Off:Press the Power key to OFF in any Modes
6.Clean: Turn off the Heating Mat, Unplug heat mat from the wall outlet. Remove the heating unit from the fleece cover. 
The fleece cove can be machine washed and must be dry before reassembling the unit. Wipe pad clean with a damp 
cloth or sponge. Do not use cleaners of chemicals.DO NOT IMMERSE PAD IN WATER. Wipe dry before reassembling 
the unit.
7.Storage: Turn off the heat mat, take out the heat mat and store the heating mat in a dry ,safe, clean and cool place 
after clean-up.
KEEP SHIPPING PACKAGING for use in the event that your unit needs servicing.(If this unit is shipped without the 
original package, the damage could occur and void the warranty).
PRE-OPERATING INSTRUCTIONSUCTIONS
When removing the unit from the package case, check for any shipping damage. Please contact your shipper and dealer 
immediately if the unit bears any sign of damage from mishandling.

Features:
IC control box with LED indicator;
6 temperature levels to adjust(30℃/86℉ to 55℃/131℉);
4 timer levels to adjust(4/8/12/24H.);
Overheat protector;Fuse inside of contrower;
The single circuit provides consistent temperature;
Soft PVC envelope enclosure with waterproof;
Chew resistant cord casing;
Clean pad with damp cloth;Flexible-Fits most pet beds.



Function:
This Heat Mat is designed to cradle your pet in gentle warming comfort. The Heat Mat only heats up 
to the veterinarian-recommended temperature. Warm to the touch and not too hot. Overheating 
your pet can be dangerous. It is intended for use either with the fleece cover or to be placed 
underneath of your pet’s bed.Never allow your pet to lay on the unit without a cover. Soothing heat 
will relax and comfort your pet’s sore muscles as well a warm their bodies on a regular basis.
The pet heat mat is supplied with a LED indication temperature control which allows you to adjust 
the temperature to six different heat levels and four timer levels. The cable supplied featukes anti-
chew protection.

Extension Cord Use:
Extension cords may be used with your heat pad if proper care is used. The rating on the cord 
should be greater than that of the unit, Noted that the extention cord should not be an obsruction, 
Do Not allow  you pet to chew the cord.

Contents:
One Heating Mat, Instructions, One Fleece Cover

Limitations of Liability:
1. Terms of usage are unconditional upon your acceptance, without changes to the terms, 
conditions or notice listed herein.
2. Proper use including reviewing all safety precautions.
3. No prohibited or unlawful use. The products is intended for Pets use only.
4. Our reserves the right to change the terms and conditions under which this product is offered.
5. Buyer assumes all risks and liability from the use of this product. We are not liable for any 
damages arising from use or misuse of this product.

Specifications:
Model name: Pet Heating Mat

Model No.: TK-HPP4540A TK-HPP6045A TK-HPP7040A TK-HPP9060A TK-HPP12070A

Size: Small Size
Rectangle 45x40cm

Medium Size
Rectangle 60x45cm

Larger Size
Rectangle 70x40cm

X-Larger Size
Rectangle 90x60cm

XX-Larger Size
Rectangle 
120x70cm

Input: EU/UK version: AC 220 ～ 240V 50/60Hz   JP/US version: AC100~ 120V 50/60Hz

Power: 55 Watts 75 Watts 120 Watts
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